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This report is presented in partial fulfillment of contract No. NASI-6969
"Scout Error Analysis Program." The program consisted of the following items:
(i) Investigation of the guidance and control system error
sources both as to character and magnitude, referring
to field data and post-flight reports where available
(2) Development of a digital simulation incorporating six
dimensional dynamics and the modeling of the second and
third stage on-off control systems
(3) Incorporation into this simulation of the effects of the
i03 error sources which were considered
(4) The generation of both linear and higher order sensitivity
coefficients for use in a Monte Carlo Error Analysis Program.
The results of the analyzing a polar mission with 200 n.ml. perigee and i000







26107 ft/sec 13.24 ft/sec 72.9 ft/sec
288 n.mi. .402 n.mi. 6.5 n.mi.
90.0 deg .0081 deg .258 deg
-.3_2 deg -.032 deg .263 deg
These results agree quite closely withthe observed flight results
if the two outlier flights are neglected.
Of the 103 parameters investigated, 29 proved to be of significance and
of these non-linear considerations discovered a bias in the velocity vector
at burnout of 13 ft/sec, an effect which had been noted in the post flight
reconstructions.
INTRODUCTION
This report is presented in fullfillment of Part IV A.3. of contract
No. NAS1_6969 entitled "Contract for Error Analysis Study for the Scout
Vehicle" and covering all work performed under Paragraph A, Phase I of
Part III. Quoting from Part III "Statement of Work:" "Phase I shall be
concerned with three (3) specific goals:
(i) Determination of error sources, their magnitudes and statis-
tical distributions
(2) Mathematical and logical incorporation of the error sources
into ascent trajectory calculations and into other programs
to determine the effects of these error sources on various
flight parameters.
(3) PreparAtion of a detailed plan to derive the vehicle orbital
and reentry accuracy capability."
A detailed discussion of the effort expendedin achieving each of these
tasks and the results which were obtained is contained in the subsequent sections.
Howevera brief description of the scope of the work and the conditions of its
performance are presented here.
In the determination of error sources, it was specified that all propulsion
system errors would be taken from NASACR-336 (Reference 1). In addition, the
government undertook to supply fourth stage angular separation errors. TRW's
responsibility was to investigate all significant effects associated with:




(5) Vehicle Alignment and Weight Variations
All of these error sources were then to be incorporated into a Scout Vehicle
simulation to determine their effect on the orbital insertion accuracy. This
effort was accomplished in two stages; first, the simulation on the TRWN-Stage
Program of the Scout Vehicle and Control System; and secondly, the modeling of
the effect of each error source on the trajectory.
Each error source was then used to determine the deviation from nominal
conditions caused by that error at four points of the trajectory:
(1) SecondStage Ignition Time
(2) Third Stage Ignition Time
(3) Fourth Stage Ignition Time
(_) Fourth Stage Burnout
These deviations, both linear and nonlinear in nature, were collected and then
















= Pitch angle of attack
= Yaw angle of attack
= Drag coefficient
= Normal force coefficient
CNa' CN6q
= Side force coefficient
Cy6, CySr
= Roll moment coefficient
C_sp, C£p
= Pitch moment coefficient
CMo, Cma, Cm6 q, Cmq
= Yaw moment coefficient
Cry, Cn6 r, Cnr
= Roll control deflection
= Pitch control deflection
= Yaw control deflection
= Static n_rgin shifts
= Total aerodyn_nic moments
Control System Symbols
 PC' VC' Rc
Kpp, Kpy, KpR
= Co_,m_nded body angular rates in the pitch, yaw and
and roll direct$ons
= Measured body rates in pitch, yaw and roll
= Proportional gain values
= Rate gain values
= Error signal
Guidance System Symbols
WIA, WOA' WSA = Vehicle rates along a gyro input, output and
spin axes
-- Accelerations along the vehicle pitch, yaw
and rc!l axes
= Uncompensated gyro drift rates
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qDISCUSSION OF ERROR SOURCES AND T_[EIR MAGNITUDES
Since a prime object of this error analysis was to evaluate hardware
tolerances, errors induced by vehicle assembly, and flight acceptance specifi-
cations, the first step was to assemble all conceivable error sources according
to each discipline. This was done in the following order:
I. Identification and listing of error sources.
2. Assignment of a numerical value to each error and determination
of its statistical characteristics.
3. Derivation of an error model and determination of the relationship
of each error source to the model.
4. Consultation and assistance in interpretation of results.
Under the first item a list of possible error sources was prepared and is
presented as Table ]. This table is annotated with the symbol for the error
source or combination of error sources which was used in the analysis. Much
of the effort required to obtain values for these quantities was expended in
an examination of the Scout Standard Procedures for vehicle assembly, checkout
and launch and the corresponding data in the logbooks which contained the
measurements made in the field prior to launch.
The assignment of numerical values to the various error sources was the
most critical part of the analysis. These numbers were discovered in various
ways and have varying degrees of reliability. In this study unless there is
definite information to the contrary, it is assumed that the distribution is
normal, the error corresponds to the standard deviation, and any combination
is by the root-sum-square method.
If the results of a sufficient number of actual measurements of a given
quantity are available, the standard deviation is obtained by the usual formula:
$




i. Specific Impulse Variation (ISPI, ISP2, ISP3, ISPA)
2. Mass Flow Rate (MFRI, MFR2, MFR3, MFR4)
3. Propellant Weight (PWIO, PW20, PW30, PW40)
II Vehicle Inert Weight (SIN1, SIW2, SIW3, SIW4)
III Atmospheric and Aerodynamic Factors
1. Drag Coefficient (CA_I, CD¢2)
2. Normal Force (CNAL, CNDQ, CNA2, ZET2)
3. Side Force (CYBA, CYDR)
4. Roll Moment (CLDP, CLPI)
5. Pitch Moment (CM_I, CMDQ, CMQI, CMAL)
6. Yaw Moment (NCBA, NCDR, NCRI)




1. Fin Misalignment (CNDR, CNDQ, CYDQ, CLDR, CLDQ, CMDR, NDCQ)
2. Jet Vanes (CDV1, CDV2, CDV3, LDA2)




i. Launch elevation (Pitch) ]
!
I.i IRP-Vehicle m.isalignment_
1.2 Transit reading error |
|
1.3 Adjustment error J
2. Launch azimuth (Roll)
2.1 IRP-Vehicle roll alignment
2.2 Transit reading error
2.3 Adjustment error
2.4 Azimuth deviation error





3. Launcher Yaw Adjustment
3.1 IRP-Vehicle misalignment ]
3.2 Transit reading error I (THEY)
3.3 Adjustment error
b. Gyro Drift Errors
1. Fixed Torque
1.1 Measurement error
J (DTER, DTEP, DTEY)
1.2 Compensation error J
2. Mass Unbalance
2.1 ( SA)
2.2 miA (m_A, KYIA)
3 • Anisoelasticity


















6. Rate gyro error
6.1 Misalignment TYRG, TR2G










1. Amplitude error I DKSG
2. Gyro torquer scale factor !
3. Time error (clock stability, switching time)
TIM2, TIN_, ..... TIMT)
Control System














Pitch (KRPI, KR22, KRP3)
Roll (KRRI, KRR2, KRR3 )












i.i Stage i (TMPI, TMYI)
1.2 Stage 2 (TMP2, TMY2)
1.3 Stage 3 (TMP3, TMY3)




Fourth stage tip-off (_4CP, W4CY)
Roll offset errors (R_E2, R¢EJ)
(TIM_I,
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IIf only a small number of readings are available the standard deviation may be
approximated by the relation between range (max - min) and standard deviation (a)
(Noel, "Introduction to Mathematical Statistics", Page 241). Thus max-rain : 1.128a
i£ n=2, max-min = 2.059a if n:_, max-min = 3.0y8a if n:lO, etc. Where a reading
is obtained by estimating the interpolated position of an index between the
divisions,of a scale and actual results are not available for analysis, the
]m measurement error may be approximated by assuming that the smallest scale
division is equal to 3a. If the only available infom_ation was a specification,
a specified tolerance limit was used as a 30 value. Catalog iraformation was
used when no better information was available.
Figure i is a block diagram o£ the Scout subsystem interconzlections with
the emphasis on the guidance and control system. Since TRW was directed to
analyze these errors only, the other subsystem errors were taken directly from
































Figure i. Scout Guidance and Control Block Diagram
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The values given for all engine error sources, specifically propellant
weight uncertainties (PWIO, PW20, P_30, P_40) stage inert weight (SIW1, SIW2,
SIW3, SI_) specific impulse (ISP1, ISP2, ISP3, ISP4) mass flow rate (MFR1,
MFR2, MFR3, MFR_) thrust misalignment (in the pitch and yaw direction (TMP1,
TMY1, TMP2, TMY2, TMP3, TMY3, TMP_, TMY_) are taken from the PAPS Report
(CP_36, Reference 1).
The aerodynamic coefficient variation for both first and second stages
was communicated in a letter from R. Keynton of Langley Research Center and
reflects the uncertainties in wind tunnel data. These coefficients are listed
with their conventional aerodynamic symbol in Table 8. The interested reader
is referred to Appendix B for the details of the aerodynamic simulation.
The wind velocity is taken from "P_ Reference Atmosphere for Pt. Anguello,"
(Ref. 15) which is a compilation of wind data at WTR. A representative wind
profile incorporating velocity and direction was constructed as a function of
altitude and is presented as Table 2 • F_tion of the data shows that the
direction of the wind is relatively constant, always blowing in an easterly
direction. In the simulation, the direction was taken as a constant 270 degree
heading and the velocity magnitudes were considered to be a I_ deviation from
the nominal no wind condition.
Static margin shifts in each axis (IS_, LSMP, MSMP, MSMR, NSMY, NSMR)
were based on best judgement since no data was available.
Fourth stage coning rates (W_CP, _LS) was based on data transmitted
verbally by D. Eide of Langley Research Center and is the result of actual flight
data.
The next series of error sources was derived in most cases from field or

















































































































The guidance system parameters were obtained from a series of logbook
measurements on several vehicles. These parameters are proportional gains
in each axis (KPPI, KPRI, KPYI) rate gains (KRPI, KRYI, KRRI, KRP2, KRP3,
KRY3) dead band errors (DBP2, DBY2, DBP3, DBY3). These values and the number











TABLE 3- CONTROL SYSTEM VARIATIONS
Pitch Roll Yaw
Value ± i_ No. of Value i i_ No. of Value ± i_ No. of
Rdgs. Rdgs. Rdgs.
2.s_.o7 5o 69._2.12 (MY) 2O 6.0L.I4 iO
1.14_.05 4 2S._.71 (MV) 6 2.3S±.05




7 .8_3±.014 12 ._6C_.008 8
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It was decided by Langley Scout Office personnel that the dead band errors
would be raised to .i of nominal for use in this analysis in order to accentuate
any effects due to this error source. At the same time an additional source
representing a roll offset angle in second and third stage (ROE2, ROE3) of
magnitude .25 degrees (i_) was postulated as a way of generating dispersions
due to roll axis dead zone error.
Gyroscope drift and mass unbalance errors were also gathered from logbook
data. This data was incorporated into error sources DTER, DTEP, DTEY, KRIA,
KPSA and KYIA. The method used is to rotate the gyro package to twelve dif-
ferent orientations in order to isolate the uncompensated drift and the mass
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unbalance effects for each gyro. The torquer drift compensation setting is
not altered from its factory setting so that the drift measured in the field
is not compensated but the resultant must be within a specified tolerance
of 5 deg/hr drift and 3.5 deg/hr/g mass unbalance.
The measured values taken from the logbook for vehicle S154 gave the
following values:





.27×10-7 1.03×10 -7 1.03×10 -7
1.08xlO -7 2.5 xlO -7 .20×10 -7
.125xi0 -5 .2 xlO -5 .328×10 -5
Rate gyro data on biases and misalignments (DRBE, DYBE, DPBE, TRRG and
TYRG) and position gyro anisoelastic effects (KPAN, KVAN, KRAN) were taken
from catalog data supplied by Minneapolis Honeywell (Ref. 7 ).
As an introduction to initial alignment a few preliminary remarks will
outline the difference between optical instruments. A theodolite measures
angular displacement by turning the instrument telescope and reading the angle
on a graduated scale using optical magnification. In an autocollimator the
line of sight is rotated without moving the telescope by moving an optical
wedge in the light path. Readout is by optical measurement of the motion of
the wedge. A surveyor's transit is a theodolite which is capable of being
plunged. A jig transit measures linear displacement by translating the line
of sight parallel to itself by means of motion of a parallel optical plate.
In all cases the optical readout device is called an optical micrometer although
in the jig transit it is calibrated in units of linear displacement and in the
other instruments it is calibrated in angular units. The theodolite, auto-
collimator, and surveyor's transit are basically accurate in the measurement
of angle. Their use to measure linear displacement would depend on the dis-
tances involved and the accuracy of such measurement would degrade rapidly
t •
with distance. The jig transit is basically accurate in the measurement of
linear displacement and its use to indirectly measure angle is accordingly
inaccurate.
In missile guidance it is customary to perform alignment using a mirror
mounted in the guidance package, a window in the vehicle shell, and one of
the angle measuring instruments. In the Scout Vehicle, however, angular
displacements in verticality or azimuth appear as (approximately) linear
displacements of painted bench marks on the outer casing of the 3rd stage
motor and the D transition section. The jig transit is therefore the appro-
priate instrument for alignment in this case.
The length of the Antares motor (and, therefore, the spacing between
upper and lower bench marks) is approximately 61 inches. A linear displacement
of O.OO1 inch therefore corresponds to an angular displacement of O.OO1 inch
therefore corresponds to an angular displacement in verticality of 3.4 arc sec
or 0.0009 deg. The radius of the Antares motor is 15 inches so that a displace-
ment of the bench marks of O.OO1 inch is produced by a rotation in azimuth of
13.8 arc sec, or 0.0038 deg.
Adjustment of verticality in yaw is accomplished by inserting or removing
1/64 inch shims under one bearing support on the elevation axis. Assuming
the distance between supports is approximately 8 ft., the angular resolution
due to shim thickness is 33.6 arc sec, or 0.0098 deg. The blockhouse elevation
and azimuth encoder resolution is O.O1 deg.
With a properly graduated scale it is possible to estimate to within
1/2 to 1/5 of the smallest division. If statistical data on reading error
is not available and it is necessary to assume a value for the standard devia-
tion, this number should be some fraction of the smallest division. It seems
reasonable to take the smallest division as being 3a. The small fraction of
the distribution outside the 30 limits may represent the small but finite
probability of misreading one whole division.
If the transit can be assumed to be the KAE 711010 and if the preceding
philosophy is adopted we may write an error budget for the vertical alignment.
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Yaw, transit reading error
Adjustment error
0.0003 deg (0.0009 deg = 30)
0.0031 (0.0093 deg = 30)
Pitch or elevation, transit reading error
Adjustment error
O. 0003 deg
o.oo33 (O.Ol deg = 3_)
In Reference 9 (data sheets for vehicle 131) in the azimuth alignment
procedure the azimuth ring reading with transit indications equal was given
as _1.82 deg. This was apparently subtracted from 91° 52' 12" = 91.847 deg.
Thus the azimuth deviation should be .03 deg although the 1 arc man difference
is unexplained. It would seem reasonable that the azimuth deviation could
normally be determined to an accuracy equal to that of reading the azimuth
ring (.O1 deg, 3o). Reference 5 gives the azimuth ring calibration error
at 126.5 deg as 7.8 arc sec = •0022 deg.









These figures do not include any misalignment between the actual gyro
axes and the alignment marks on the outside of the vehicle. Table 5
summarizes the initial alignment errors.
The values of pitch program timing errors (TIM1, TIM2, TIM3, TIM4,
TIM5, TIM6, TIM7) were also taken from S131 logbook data. The first step
variation is considerably bigger than any of the subsequent steps (.078
seconds compared to .003 seconds). These differences were assumed to be
one sigma errors in the analysis. The intervalometer error in amplitude
was combined with the gyro scale factor to give a combined error in the
























First stage fin position errors (CNDR, CYDQ, CLDR, CLDQ, CMDR, NDCQ)
in both the force and moment equations were derived from assembly specifi-
cations for the Scout vehicle. For each pair of fins there are two error
sources; the first is the misalignment of the pair causing a component of
the force to appear in the other axis and the second is the unbalance between
the members of a fin pair causing a roll couple. Since these two effects are
uncorrelated, it was convenient to postulate individual roll and pitch coef-
ficients for the yaw fins and roll and yaw coefficients for the pitch fins.
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Scout st_e misallgmments due to nonparallelism are based on a
diameter of 40 inches at sections A and B and SO inches at section C.
Since the relative directions of misallgnment components due to non-
parallelism and to nonconcentrlclty are random, these should be added
In RSS fashlon. One sigma values of these components and of their sum
are as listed in Table 6.
TABLE 6. SCOUT FIN AND STAGE ALIGNMENT SPECS
Unit Page Non- Non-
(Ref. parallelism concentricity
Base A 8 .0071 deg. .0198 deg.
Lower B 9 .0048 .0367









Fin angle of incidence tolerance





Control motor misalignment on the second stage (C2PY, C2YP) were also
based on Scout assembly specifications and are summarized in table 7.
TABLE 7
CONTROL MOTOR ALIGNMENT SPECIFICATIONS
Non- Non-
Sta_e Diameter Leith Parallelism Concentricity Total
(Perpendicularity)
1 40 in. 313 in. .0009 ° .0056 ° .0056 °
2 31 in. 184.5 in. .O001 ° .0006 ° .0006 °
3 30 in. 60.85 in. .OOO1 ° .0003 ° .0003 °
4 18 in. 34-5 in. .0107 °
In Table (8), there is presented a complete list of all the error sources
and their magnitudes and the symbol used in the analysis. Where no units
appear in the one sigma magnitude, it is meant to be a fractional part of the
nominal value.
Prior to investigating the errors, the validity of the Scout vehicle
simulation was proved by matching a typical LTV trajectory with the TRW
described in Appendix A using the data listed in Appendix B. The LTV trajectory
was computed using 3 degrees of freedom for the second, third and fourth stages.
The TRW simulation used six degrees of freedom from lift off to injection and
therefore only in first stage was an exact comparison possible. Table 9
listing the trajectory comparlsonsare taken from Appendix A to which the
interested reader is referrred for a detailed discussion•
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TABLE 8. ERROR SOURCE LIST
I. Errors not Investigated
Description






























First Stage Inert Weight
Second Stage Inert Weight
Third Stage Inert Weight
Fourth Stage Inert Weight
Specific Impulse
Mass Flow Rate
Thrust Misalig_nent - Pitch
Thurst Misalignment - Yaw
Drag Coefficient (CAO)
Normal Force Coefficients (Cn_)
Normal Force Coefficients (Cn6q)
Side Force Coefficients (Cy_)
Side Force Coefficients (Cy6r)
Roll Moment Coefficients (Og6p)
Roll Moment Coefficients (Cgp)
Pitch Moment Coefficients (Cmo
Pitch Moment Coefficients (Cm6q)
Pitch Moment Coefficients (Cmq)
Pitch Moment Coefficients (Cm_)
Yaw Moment Coefficients (CM_)
Yaw Moment Coefficients (CN6r)
Yaw Moment Coefficients (CNr
Density Variation
Wind Profile
Jet Vane Drag Coefficient
Jet Vane Drag Coefficient
Jet Vane Drag Coefficient




























































* Where no units appear, the magnitude is a percentage of nominal.
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Description
30. Roll Moment due to Yaw Axis Shift of Static
Margin
31. Roll Moment due to Pitch Axis Shift of Static
Margin
32. Pitch Moment due to Roll Axis Shift of Static
Margin
33. Pitch Moment due to Yaw Axis Shift of Static
Margin
34. Yaw Moment due to Pitch Axis Shift of Static
Margin
35. Yaw Moment due to Roll Axis Shift of Static
Margin












Thrust Misalignment - Pitch
Thrust Misalignment - Yaw
Second Stage Aerodynamics (CDO)
Second Stage Aerodynamics (Cn_)
Second Stage Aerodynamics (_)
IC Third Stage Errors
44. Propellant Weight Uncertainty
45. Specific Impulse
46. Mass Flow Rate
47. Thrust Misalignment - Pitch
48. Thrust Misalignment - Yaw
ID Fourth Stage Errors















































51. Mass Flow Rate MFR4
52. Thrust Misalignment - Pitch TMPI
53. Thrust Misalignment - Yaw TMYI
54. Coning Rate - Pitch W4CP








II Error Sources Investigated
Description and Reference S_vmbol











Proportional Gain Error - Pitc_ KPPI
Proportional Gain Error Yaw l(Table 3) KPY1
Proportional Gain Error RallJ KPR1
Rate Gain Errors - Pitc_ KRP1
Rate Gain Errors Yaw l(Table 3) KRY1
Rate Gain Errors RollJ KRRI
Random Uncompensated Gyro Drift - Pitch 1 DTEP
Random Uncompensated Gyro Drift Yaw _ (Table 4)DTEY
Random Uncompensated Gyro Drift Roll J DTER
Mass Unbalance Roll Gyro - Input Axi_
I
66. Mass Unbalance Pitch Gyro - Spin Axis




68. Anisoelastic Errors - Pitch_
I
69. Anisoelastic Errors Roll I
I














1.03 xlO -7 rad/sec/
ft/sec 2
1.08 xlO -7 rad/sec/
ft/sec 2


















Rate Gyro Bias - Pitch
Rate Gyro Bias - Yaw
Rate Gyro Bias - Roll (Page 13 )
Rate Gyro Misalignment - Yaw
Rate Gyro Misalignment - Roll
Vehicle Alignment Errors - Pitch]
!
Vehicle Alignment Errors Yaw _ (Table 5)
|
Vehicle Alignment Errors Roll ]
































Normal Force Error/Yaw Fins
Side Force Error/Pitch Fins
Roll Moment Error/Yaw Fins
Roll Moment Error/Pitch Fins
Pitch Moment Error_aw Fins
Yaw Moment Error/Pitch Fins
Timer Error - First Step I
Timer Error - Second Step
Timer Error - Third Step (Page 15)
Timer Error - Fourth Step
(Table 6)













Gain Error - Pit_L
Gain Error - Yaw
Band Error - Pitch
(Table 3 )
Dead Band Error - Yaw
Yaw Offset
Control Motor Misalignment - Pitch axis
Control Motor Misalignment - Yaw axis
Timer Error - Sixth Step














































Rate Gain Error - Pitch"
Rate Gain Error - Yaw
Dead Zone Error - Pitch

















Variable TRW(N-Stage) LTV (NEMAR) A
VI - ft/sec 4059.2 4060.5 1.3
XL - ft 81680. 81755. 75
YL - ft -993. -993. O.0
ZL - ft 132302. 132379. 77
- ft/sec 2]]8.2 2119.2 1.O
YL - ft/sec -31.1 -31.1 0.O
ZL - ft/sec 2537.7 2538.5 0.8
8 - deg 50.34 50.22 O.12
¥ - deg 127.14 127.13 O.O1
J
- deg .23_ .231 0.003
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METHOD OF S_fATISTICAL ANALYSIS
In this section, the methods used to statistically analyze the effects
on injection parameters of the error sources evaluated in the previous
section are described.
The Scout simulation equations were assumed to be a quadratic form using
coefficients previously calculated in the TRW N-Stage Trajectory Program (MVNS).
There were three component parts:
Linear Errors:
xL : __ -_c"A.I (i)
linear
where _L is the state vector at a stage time
C. is the vector of linear sensitivity coefficients associated with
--i
.th
the m error source








is the non-linear state vector
is the piece-wise linear function for the non-linear source j,
formed by its effect at ± la, _2_, _3a.
Cross-term Errors:
ii 12




is the cross-term vector
is the cross-term sensitivity
x_--x_L +%L +%T (4)
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QThe procedure is divided into three consecutive steps: (i) the genera-
tion of sensitivity coefficients of the state vector at the stage ignition times
and at burnout with respect to error sources deviations; (2) the generation
of cumulative distribution functions of desired orbital and reentry parameters
using the sensitivity coefficients and the statistic of the error sources;
(3) the analysis of these distribution functions. In Figure 2 , a block
diagram describes the relationship between the TRW programs which will be
used in the analysis. Each step will be discussed separately in some detail.
Sensitivity Coefficient Generation
The state of any system, as a function of time, may be considered as a
function of initial state as well as a number of performance parameters (thrust,
commanded turning rates, aerodynamic properties, etc.). The effects caused
by nominal values of these parameters serve to define a nominal state at some
time of interest, tk, i.e.,
(tk) -- f (Xo, P, to; tk) (5)
However, if these parameters are allowed to depart from their nominal values,
a perturbed state vector is generated:
X (tk) = f (Xo, P + 6P, to; tk) (6)
If the difference in the two state vectors is expanded into a Taylor series
about the nominal value:
6Xi = Cij 6Pj + _ _=l ijk 6Pj 6Pk + ...
j=l












































= the i component of the difference between perturbed and
nominal state vectors
is the d_nension of the performance variation vector
is the partial derivative 3Xi/3P j
is the second partial derivative 82Xi/SPjP k
The number of terms in the expansion is sufficient to adequately represent
the functional dependence of the state variation with respect to these parameters.
If this expansion is truncated to include only second order terms, there are
q first order parameters and _ second order coefficients. This would
necessitate q(q+3) 2
2 computer runs which for the values of q modelled for the
Scout analysis (_lO0) is unrealistic.
However, it is certainly true that certain error sources will contribute
more to the state vector dispersion than others and only these major contributors
need be investigated for nonlinear effects. Thus, if the linear effect of an
error source on the dependent variables was found to be negligible in relation
to that of more significant error sources, no attempt was made to investigate
such minor sources in any greater detail. This procedure has been found by
TRW Systems to be most efficient, since the time spent in modeling any error
sources is roughly proportional to its overall contribution to the output. The
procedure for generation of sensitivity coefficients was as follows:
1. Using the MVNS simulation of the nominal mission, perturb the
system with a +3 sigma variation for each error source. Take
the square root of the sum of the squares of the deviations and
compare each deviation with the RSS total. If the individual
deviation is less than 0.3 of the RSS total, the effect of the
error source will be represented by a linear sensitivity function.
This criterion guarantees that the error source deviation, when
squared _ms a contribution of magnitude less than the total sum
of the squares.
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2. The selected sources were perturbed by _la and ±2a and -3_ to
determine their degree of nonlinearity. Both postive and nega-
tive perturbations are required, since it is possible for the curve
to be symmetrical while still nonlinear. If it were found that the
sensitivity curve had a nonlinear shape, a straightline approximation
was used to represent the partial as shown in Figure 3.
3. The next relationship to be found was the cross-correlations
between these most significant variables. The difficulty of
this problem is increased by the fact that the important combina-
tions are not all known a priori. TRW Systems isolated and
identified several combinations for the Phase I reference mission,
so that it was not necessary to use the corresponding large amounts
of machine time for each subsequent mission.
The non-linear sources investigated in this analysis were thrust misalign-
ments and coning rate errors, since not only were these sources large contributors
to the combined errors, but it is clear that major effects such as velocity loss
will be the same whether the misalignment is positive or negative. Conversely,
a large effect such as specific impulse tends to be linear, more impulse
produces more velocity and vice-versa. In addition, this type of error source
has no out of plane or in plane directional effects. To summarize, the non-
linear sources used in the Scout analysis were
Thrust misalignments, first stage (TMP1)
Thrust misalignments, first stage (TMY1)
Thrust misalignments, second stage (TMP2)
Thrust misalignments, second stage (TMY2)
Thrust misalignments, third stage (TMP3)
Thrust misalignments, third stage (TMY3)
Coning impulse, fourth stage (WC4P)
Coning impulse, fourth stage (WCgY)
The cross correlations used in the Scout analysis were those combining
thrust misalignments at second and third stages with their respective control
system errors. These combinations are necessary to discover any of the effects
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of control system errors since if they are operating on a trajectory with no
upsetting moments as second and third stage are, there will be no reason for
any control system activity and the nominal burnout values will be reproduced.
Therefore it was necessary to provide a large and relatively constant upsetting
force which led logically to the choice of thrust misalignments. The pairings




























It can be assumed that an output variable is related to two independent
variables by the relation
_w 8x + CySy + C 5x 2 + C 8y 2 + CxySXSy (8)= f(Sx,Sy) = Cx xx yy
5w = C 5x + C 5x 2 + C 8y + C 8y 2 + C 5xSy (9)
r1(x) r2(y)





In this equation fl(x) and f2(y) are represented by the piecewise linear func-
tions described in the previous paragraph.
The effect of carrying out the three-step procedure outlined above has
to reduce the nonlinear process (i.e., the system and its environment) to a
polynomial approximation. This procedure reduced machine running time per
sample from 2 to 3 minutes on the TRW Systems N-Stage program to 2 seconds
on the Monte Carlo Error Analysis Program, while still including all significant
non-linearities.
This polynomial fit was used to relate the input quantities to the state
vector at burnout, and any unpowered propagations to other points on the
trajectory were calculated by an analytical ephemeris generator.
Monte Carlo Analysis
Using the nomenclature of the previous section, let us assume that there
are q error sources, of which p are found to have either nonlinear, cross-
coupling terms or both. Since the nonlinear terms have +_la, +_2a and +3a
deviations, each noalinear error source will have a 6x6 matrix of sensitivity
coefficients, i.e., the value of the output state vector as a function of +ne.
These values will be used to construct a piece-wise linear function as seen
c(2)in F1gmre _ and replace the square terms iJk 8 in Eq. 7- The advantage of
this approach is that it is not necessary to fit an arbitrarily truncated
power series when the curve may contain higher components.
For each cross coupling pair of error sources, there will be a single
coefficient for each output state vector component or a 6×1 vector for the
output state vector. The error sources which have only linear terms can all
be compressed into a single equivalent variable by the following steps. Given
that :










Figure 3, Piecewise Nonlinear Function
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where
X is the output 6xi state vector.
P is the linear error source vector of dimension q-p,
C is the 6 x (q-p) matrix of sensitivity coefficients,
then: XXT = CPFT cT.
Taking the expectation of each side gives
Zx = C _p CT
(12)
where
is the covariance matrix of the output state vector due to linear error sources;
x
_p is the covariance matrix of the linear error sources,
Thu% all the linear error sources and their statistics can be compressed into a
single 6x6 covariance matrix.
The Monte Carlo analysis progresses through the following steps:
(i) Using the equivalent linear covariance matrix and a random vector
generator_ choose a random output vector from this covariance matrix _x
(2) Using the statistics of each nonlinear source, choose a random value of
this error source. Enter the piecewise linear function associated with
the source and calculate the value of the output state vector dispersion
due to this nonlinear effect.
(3) Using the statistics of each pair of cross coupling error sources
chooBe pair random values. Multiply the proOuct of these values
by the cross coupling sensitivity coefficient vector to calculate the
dispersion due to the combined effects of these sources.
(A) Add the three dispersions due to linear, nonlinear and cross coupling
effects to the nominal state vector at burnout to calculate one sample
of the analysis. Using this perturbed vector calculate the variables
of interest. For the Scout analysis, the following variables were
calculated and compared with their nominal values:
l
a. Geocentric Radius Vector
b. Inertial Velocity
c. Inertial Flight Path Angle
d. Relative Velocity




i. Longitude of the Ascending Node
j. Argument of Perigee







Statistical Analysis of Samples
Tile analysis of the sample statistics is relatively straightforward.
The samples of any variable are used to calculate a meanand second central
moment. The samples are then ordered by size and a cumulative distribution
is plotted. Tills curve sllows the correct percentile levels for the variable
even though the distribution maybe highly non-Gaussian.
The equations which are used in the Statistical Processor program (PROC)
will be presented here. The sameequations apply to both scalars and vectors
unless a distinction is madein the description of the sample statistic. All
computations are performed in double precision.
AVERAGEORMEANVALUE
The sample meanof a randomvector X, denoted by X, is computedby PROC






In this and all following equations, N is the total number of samples used
in the computation and X. is the value of the random vector X for the ith
1
sample of the Monte Carlo simulation.
COVARIANCE MATRIX AND CORRELATION MATRIX
The covariance matrix of a random vector X, denoted by _X' is defined
by the following equation in which E indicates the expectation operator.
_ = E(X - X)(X - _)T
This equation can be expanded and rewritten as follows:
x = E(xxT)_
The equation used by PROC to compute a sample covariance matrix is similar
to Equation and can be written
N-I1 [ N- Ei=l
CUMULATIVE DISTRIBUTION FUNCTION
A cumulative distribution function (CDF) is the probability that a random
variable, X, is less than a specified number. This information is displayed
by PROC as a graph of the probability that the random variable is less than the
specified number versus the specified number. This is accomplished by ordering
all of the samples in the order of increasing numerical value and plotting the




The mission which was analyzed was a 300 pound payload placed in a polar
orbit. The pitch profile used and the corresponding nominal values at burnout
are listed in TABLE lO. The simulation was run with 95 linear sources, 8
non-linear sources, and 12 cross term combinations. The non-linear and cross
te_n sources were described in the previous section. Thus, the effect of the
control system errors could be measured in the presence of the strongest up-
setting momentand the possible non-linearities of the largest error sources
are also considered.
The results are summarizedby TABLEll which lists the meanand one sigma
value of each output parameters. The most important quantities are inclination
with dispersion of .258 degree (l_), inertial velocity with a dispersion of
72.9 ft/sec (io) a_ an altitude dispersion of 6.5 n.mi. at burnout (Io).
Along track distance is defined to be the nominal equatorial radius of
the earth (2.092 x lO7) ft) multiplied by the angular in plane variation of
the burnout point which represents the subsatellite along track variation at
burnout.
The air speed and atmospheric flight path angle are the sameas the inertial
pair except that they are computedin an Earth fixed rotating coordinate system.
The other parameters are defined as shownin Figure 4.
The results are an example of the usefulness of the Monte-Carlo method
which disclosed a bias in the distribution of the burnout velocity vector of
13 ft/sec, result validated by the flight history of the Scout Vehicle. This
effect could not have been calculated by linear RIB techniques.
A complete listing of the error analysis results is presented. At each
stage ignition time for each error source there is a table showing the equivalent
range, velocity flight-path and inclination dispersion caused by each THREE
sigma error variation.
Following these, there is a statistical summaryof the results of 551
Monte Carlo samples for each of 19 trajectory parameters. Every summarycon-
tains the mean, standard deviation, largest and smallest sample, second, fifth,
ninety-fifth and ninety-eighth percentiles of the variable.
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Stage 2 - 82.00 sec
Stage 3 - 13&.77 sec
Stage 4 - 567.56 sec
LAUNCH AZIMUqH: 182 deg
PAYLOAD WEIGHT: 300 Ibs
TIME AT BURNOUT: 600.68 sec
CONDITIONS AT BURNOUT :
ALTITJDE- 1744825.25 ft
VELOCITY- 26107 ft/sec
FLIGHT PATH ANGLE - -.39226 deg
PERIGEE - 288.9 n.mi.
APOGEE - 1096.7 n.mi.
ECCENTRICITY - .0977 n.mi.
PERIOD - lll.07 sec
36










INERTIAL FLIGHT PATH ANGLE












































Figure 4. Output Parameter Definition.
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c"Table 12. 3a ERR R,_ AT SECOND STAGE IGNITION
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Table 13. 3a ERROR SOURCE DEVIATIONS AT THIRD STAGE IGNITION
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Table 14. ERROR SOURCE DEVIATION AT FOURTH STAGE IGNITION
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Table 15. 3s ERROR SOURCE DEVIATIONS AT BURNOUT
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The final charts are cumulative distribution functions for each of the
variables in the summary. Every tenth point after being sorted is plotted
against its corresponding frequency. The solid line of the figures is a
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TABLE 17. SIGNIFICANT ERROR SOURCES AND THEIR 3o DISPERSIONS
NAME ALTITUDE VELOCITY FLTPAT![ANGLE INCLINATION


























































4000 12.3 .5781 .0603
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Examining the individual error sources, it was discovered that the
largest 3_ variation in altitude was 68,251 ft. It was assumed that any
error source that contributed less than3000 ft (approx 5%) would be called
negligible. Using the same reasoning with respect to velocity (<lO ft/sec),
flight path angle and inclination (<.025 deg.) a list of twenty-nine error
sources were sifted out and presented with their contributions in Table 17
Some of the less predictable ones were: pitch rate gyro bias (DPBE), pitch
torquer scale factor (DKSG) which also includes amplitude variation in the
intervalometer, jet vane effects (CDV1) and dead band error in pitch and yaw
in the second stage (DBP2, DBY2). However, it should be remembered that a
value of .1 was used for these last two sources which is considerably larger
than the log book data would indicate (.012).
A non-statistical result of this study was the determination of the effect
on the state vector at burnout of the inclusion of a pitch moment aerodynamic
coefficient (CM0) which had previously been neglected in computing the nominal
trajectories. The curve used was supplied by the Scout Project Office and
is presented on Page 5 of Appendix B. A trajectory was run using it and
the state vector at insertion was compared to the previous nominal trajectory.
The results are summarized in Table 17. It is evident that neglecting this
constant in the production of the nominal trajectory will lead to substantial
biases in the velocity vector (37 feet for this particular trajectory).
Table 18. TRAJECTORY CGMPARISON USING _0
Altitude (ft)
Velocity (ft/sec)
Flight Path Angle (deg)
Apogee Ht. (n.mi.)
Perigee Ht. (n.mi.)







It is instructive to comparethe results of this study with a previously
published analysis by Woodling, et al., (Reference 2). In this report, only
26 errors were considered, and the results were basically a linear two dimen-
sional analysis of the system. The authors presented results for circular












The altitude and velocity dispersions are in very good agreement. However,
the Woodling flight path angle dispersion is 3 or 4 times greater. Further
investigation shows that 95% of the ,flight path error in the Woodling study
is due to fourth stage tip-off error which is taken to be 1.75 degrees (I sigma).
That simulation assumes that the vehicle holds this constant angle for the
remainder of the fourth stage burning.
The TRW study simulated the six dimensional coning motion that results
from a_ impulsive force applied at the separation plane at separation. In
addition, the damping effects of the thrust vector have been taken into account.
The assumed error was .2 Ib-sec (one sigma) in both the pitch and yaw axes
which results in a total impulse of .28 ib-sec applied in a random direction
in the stage separation plane. There is no easily computed relationship between
the error expressed as a fixed angle or as an impulsive force because of the
complicated gyroscopic motion and the strong effect of the jet damping, but
the authors of the NASA report admit that their choice is greater than flight
results would i1_icate. Based on the present study, the equivalent angle
would be approximately -5 degrees.
Out-of-plane effects were not considered in the NASA report nor was any
significant non-linear effect discovered.
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CONCLUSIONS
The conclusions _'hich can be drawn l'rom this analjsis are:
i) The guidance and control system errors as _i_,_asured i_l th_ field
are w_'ll within the specifications and do not contribute appreciably
to the total vehicle dispersiolls.
2) Design of a_Jy noxminal traj_;ctory which does not include CMO
(Pitchi_ig moment) will produce results that have a substantial
velocity bias at burnout. For the trajectory analyzed in this
report the bias was 37 ft/sec.
3) Non-linear effects cause a velocity bias oi' 13 £t/sec l'or the
example used in this report. The error source contributing mo:t





This section will describe the methods that were used to simulate the
Scout.
The description of the models used is divided into the following sections:
First Stage Aerodynamics
First Stage Control System
On-off Control System
Guidance System and Error Model
Fourth Stage Dynamics
The appendix then presents a comparison of the results of the simulation
with a trajectory calculated by the LTV Scout program.
FIRSTSTAGEAERODYNAMICS
Pitch Angle of Attack
' Yaw Angle of Attack
: TAN- 1 -V_ (I)
v{
: SIN- 1 V< (2)
VA




CN = CN_a + CN6q6q (4)
Cy : Gyp I_I + CY6r6r (5)
6p9 6q, 6r indicate control surface deflections causing moments
about the roll, pitch, and yaw axis, respectively.
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CI = CI6p6p + Clp
-pbi +










C = C _ + C 6r + C i




= oVA 2 S Cy
_ 2 M





Valid for {, _, { with L. H. Rotations
pVA2 Sb














Figure A. Definition of Pitch and Yaw Angles
of Attack
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FIRST STAGE CONTROL SYSTEM
The Scout first stage employs a combination of jet vanes and aerodynamic
tip control surfaces to provide control moments. A proportional feedback
control system is used to maintain the desired pitch and yaw rates. High
freq_ency servo dynamics and body bending were not simulated. A block diagram
of the system as it is presently being simulated is showT_ below in Figure A2
Figure A2
Siml_lation of this system is carried out by simply computing the pitch,
yaw, and roll error signals with appropriate position limits as follows:
t
5q = e lij_ + 19 ° = Kpp 0 (_PC -@P) dt - KRp BP (15)
t
_r = _I = KPY _o (_c - eY)dt - K _y (16)LIM ± 19 ° RY
5p = e I =KpR fO (@RC -@R ) dt - K @R (17)LIM i 19 ° RR
8b
Efficient digital simulation of on-off control systems has continued
to be an unsolved problem since the advent of high speed digital computers•
As a consequence of this, simulation of on-off control is either done on
an analog machine or at extremely slow speeds (step size of .O1 sec.) on
digital computers. This memo describes a method for efficient digital
simulation of on-off control systems. The equations and logic developed
herein are presently programmed and checked out on the MVNS eD program.
Results have shown that computer time savings of more than 36% are realized
using this method.







The on-off logic works so that an engine is turned on whenever the
error signal _ E_ is greater than the deadband _D I . It is therefore necessary
to compute IE _ very accurately, and to predict the discontinuity at
I E I = I D I • Since E is being computed only at discrete intervals,
it is possible to miss the discontinuity by _h where h is the integration
step size. This would cause the attitude time history to be in error and
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even make a normally stable system unstable. A typical phase plane
trajectory for a continuous and discrete on-off system is shown in
Figure A_.
The effect of discretizing the system is to cause delays in the
system which do not really exist. These delays effectively rotate the
on-off switching lines resulting in incorrect response characteristics.
In order to minimize this effect, it is necessary to use very small
computing increments which, in turn, increase computing time and cost.
The following development shows how the step size may be increased without
loss of accuracy.
The method basically consists of expanding the error signal in a
Taylor series about each integration point. If a discontinuity (switch
point) is sensed within the next integration interval, the step size is
modified accordingly.
The error signal of the system in Figure A3 may be written as
= e + K@@ (IS)
On-off control is almost always used when external torques are very
small compared to the control torque. Therefore, it is safe to assume that
the external torque on the body is constant over an integration step. With
this assumption we may write:


























Substituting equation (6) into (7) gives the relation between e and
(22)
Substitute equation (8) into (_)
E = C1 _)2 + C2 6
,e
As long as _ is assumed constant, e is a linear function of time
(23) "
E = __t + K?2 (:2_.>
It follows that a second order Taylor series in E should represent the
function well in the majority of cases. Writing E as a Taylor series and
retaining terms up to t2 we obtain:
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tE (t t
E(t) = E(t n) + F,(tn)(t - tn) + _ - n )2
where tn is the present value of time in the computation. Let E(ts) be
the value of error signal at a switch point and t s be the time when
E(t) = E(ts).
tn) _ (ts tn)2E(ts) = E(tn) + E(tn)(t s - + -
(25)
(26)
Let At = t - t , the time to a switch point.
s n




-_(tn) + _/2(tn)2 + 2 EAE






AE = E(ts) - E(t)
(31)
If the on-off system does not have hysteresis, E(t s) = + D
(see Figure A5).
a_ "@" = 0 since we are assuming constant torque.
9O
'-D -D + HD
• ] .
D - HD D
D = dead, and
R = hysteresis in Z of D
Figure _5
The sign of D to be used to compute E(ts) depends on the sign of E.
Likewise, if hysterysis is present, E(ts) also depends on _.. The following













Equation (I0) has two solutions corresponding to the roots of the
second order Taylor series,
_ _t2+_,_t-_E = f(At)= 0 (330










Assuming a stable system, the sign of AE will always be the same as
A
the sign of E so that 2EAE is always a positive quantity. Therefore, one
root of f(At) is always negative and can be discarded. The correct value
of At is obtained by computing equation (2_) as:
At





is always added as shown inFigure _6.
If the external torques on the vehicle are zero, 8 is zero and equation
is undefined. However, if we consider the fact that zero external torque
implies a linear relationship between t and e, it is apparent that only two
terms of the Taylor series are necessary. For 8 = O,
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When _ is finite, At is computed from equation (20) and when e is
zero we use equation (36). The logic used to compute the modified computing
increment is given in Figure A3.
It is necessary to have at least two data points between E = -D and
D to determine E(ts). Therefore, the minimum step size is dictated by the
magnitude of D and the highest expected frequency.
hma x <-- D (37)
2co
m&x
Other step size restrictions are imposed by frequency considerations
(Shannon's Sampling Theorem) and numerical integration stability. Shannon's
Sampling Theorem states that the sampling frequency must be equal to or
greater than twice the highest frequency or:




The maximum allowable step size for the 6D portion of the run is taken










k t . c)-_-
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NOTE: Atmln (minimum step '-=
is an input variable in the
subroutine.
NOTE:
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SCOUT GUIDANCE SYSTEM AND ERROR MODELS
ll,tegrating Gyro Model
The gyro. package for the Scout Vehicle consists of three mutually
orthogonal rate-integrating s_ngle degree-of-freedom gyros aligned as in
Figure AS. The equation for the output of any gyro signal generator in
ter_NS of vehicle rotational rates and linear accelerations expressed in
gyro coordinates
= WIA + KT - KOA - KSO 0 WSA - KAI WSA WIA
- KIA alA + KSA aSA - KA alA aSA + @E (4o)
where: @ is the output signal
@E is the random drift
WSA, WIA , WOA are the inertial angular rates of the gyro package
about the spin, input and output axes
alA , aSA are accelerations along the input and spin axes
K T is the commanded rate while the other K's are scale factors.
It is assumed that the only command rate is about the pitch axis.
Neglecting the third, fourth and fifth terms as insignificant and referring
to Figure A8, noting, for example, that WOA for the roll gyro is -Wy, the
following equations can be written:
@ROLL
= @_ + _SA Ay + (Wpc-Wr)+ _SG WPC
@YAW = @EY " _ Ay + Wy - _SA Ap + KyA Ay Ap (A3)
(J,.].)
(_)
where XT ,,, (1 + AKsG)Wpc and Wpc
from each gyro is:




_ROLL dt + OOR
0pITCH dt + Oop
eyAW dt + Coy
where 0OR, Cop, OOy are the initial guidance axis misalignments.
In conclusion, the following quantities are input as perturbations:
KRSA - Roll gyro mass unbalance - spin axis
KRIA - Roll gyro mass unbalance - input axis
KPSA - Pitch gyro mass unbalance - spin axis
KPIA - Pitch gyro mass unbalance - input axis
KYIA - Yaw gyro mass unbalance - input axis
KYSA - Yaw gyromass unbalance - spin axis
THOR - Initial roll misalignment
THOP - Initial pitch misalignment
THOY - Initial yaw misalignment
DKSG - Torquer and intervalometer scale factor error
DTER - Roll random drift
DTEP - Pitch random drift
DTEY - Yaw random drift
(45)
The following variables are calculated in the trajectory analysis program
Ap,AR, _ - inertial acceleration coordinates in the body axes















Figure A8 Scout Gyroscope Orientation.
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Rate Gyro Model
The error sources of the rate gyro package are misalignment with respect to
the body axes and a bias error. (The scale factor error shall be absorbed into
the rate gain variation.) The equations progra_ned are:
_y = wy + D_ + (_G) wp (48)
_p = Wp + DP_E (49)
where the perturbations are:
DRHE - Roll rate gyro bias error
DYHE - Yaw rate gyro bias error
DPBE - Pitch rate gyro bias error
TYRG - Yaw axis misalignment
TRRG - Roll axis mimalignment
and Wp, WR, Wy are pitch, roll and yaw body rates.
Error Signal Model
The first stage error signal for any axis is:
,, P, Y, R (50)
Assuming perturbations in each gain the following error sources exist:
KPPI - Pitch proportional gain variation as a function of nominal
KPYI - Yaw proportional gain variation as a fraction of nominal
KPRI - Roll proportional gain variation as a fraction of nominal
KRRI - Roll rate gain variation as a fraction of nominal
KPYI - Yaw rate gain variation as a function of nominal
IThe equations mechanized are
_p = _pp(1 + KPn) ep + KpR(1 + K_l) _p (51)
with analogous expressions for yaw and roll.
The second and third stage error signals have the same form with the
addition of a dead zone variation, consequently, the perturbations are













SPINNING FOURTH STAGE SIMULATION
The N-stage program integrates six direction cosine rates to obtain body
orientation as a function of time. If the body is spinning, the direction
cosines change very rapidly requiring an extremely small integration step size.
In order to avoid this problem, an additional coordinate system was defined.
This system is fixed in the body but does not roll with it. It is convenient
to visualize this system in the following way: Let the non-rolling reference
frame be fixed in a non-rolling rigid body which contains the missile as a
spinning rotor. The angular momentum is made up of contributions from the
spinning rotor (HR) and the rigid body (HRB).




H = HR + HRB
J
= [IR_R - _ x I_R] + [IR_RB- _ x IR__] (57)
Note that the minus signs are compatable with left handed rotations. The
Scout is designed to be symmetrical about its longitudinal axis and has zero
cross products of inertia. The rate change of rotor angular momentum becomes:
H_
HG





/0 0 It _-_1] /
ROTOR
(5_)
It has been assumed that all of the angular velocity of the rotor is about the
foll (t) axis of the rigid body.
The rate change of angular momentum of the nom-rolling rigid body is:
\Ht.J
{ I{_{ + co_G (Ii] - It)"
!,I _i] + togo_ (It - Ig)
[
!
tIt_ c + co{col](I_ - Ig)
Substituting equations (57) and (54) into equation (55) and solving for















The oscillations exhibit an exponential decay due to the jet damping effect of
the solid rocket engine. These results were obtained by using an integration
step size of .25 sec. It is interesting to note that a step of .002 sec. is
required to obtain these same results by straight forward integration of the
equations of motion. The precession frequency can be verified by comparison




where _ is the cone angle.
Substituting the following fourth stage data:
I = 8.64 slug-ft 2
XX




cos _ = i







COMPARISON OF TRAJECTORY PARAMETERS AT END OF FIRST STAGE (t=76._6 sec)
Variable TRW (N-Stage) LTV (N]_4AR) A
vI - ft/sec 4o59.2 406O.5 1.3
XL- ft 81680. 81755. 75
YL- ft -993- -993. 0.0
_L- ft 132502. 132379. 77
_L - ft/sec 2118.2 2119.2 i. 0
_L- ft/sec -31.1 -31.1 0.0
_L- ft/sec 2537.7 2538.5 0.8
8 - deg 50.34 50.22 O. 12
- deg 127.14 127.13 O. Ol
- aeg .234 .231 0.003
The small difference in inertial velocity at staging is probably due to
the fact that N-stage uses a different t_chnique to compute jet vane drag as
show_ below.
LTV jet vane drag
F - (_p2 + _q2 _ _r"-) K F TVA C
"V
TRW jet vane drag
where
- - TVA C [2CD 4- CI) + CD ]
vf(l_q!) vf(l_r + _Pl) vf(l_r- _Pl)
6p, 6q, 5r
KF
= jet vane deflection angles in roll, pitch, and yaw,
respectively




CD = jet vane drag coefficient per vane. It is determined
from a table lookup routine.
The TRWmethod involves a straight forward table lookup routine with an
arg1_nentof vane deflection angle for each vane. Since the drag due to each
vane is defined fin the _ direction, the individual drag components from each
vane may be summeddirectly to obtain the total jet vane drag.
Time histories of the vehicle motion up to second stage coast are shown
in Figures AiOthrough AI5. Results from the NEMARsimulation are plotted where
available to show comparison of results in the first stage motion.
Inspection of Table I and Fi_mesAiO through A15reveals that the LTV a_M
TRWresults are in good agreement for the first stage 6D portion of the Scout
trajectory.
A rough measureof validity of the second and third stage 6D simulation
was obtained by matching LTV's modified 3D with the 3D and 6D N-stage results.




h -ft 3692901 370A088 370&3_6
Vi-ft/sec 13192.8 13172.3 13172.0
_l-deg 1.136 1.198 1.200
B -deg .232 .457 .455
-deg 178.93 178.73 178.730
-deg .993 1.02_ 1.026
Table All. Comparison of trajectory parameters at third stage
separation (t = 753.07)
The N-stage 3D results were obtained by ignoring the rotational dynamics
equations and autopilot in the 6D model. Table II indicates that the TRW and
LTV 3D programs are in excellent agreement and therefore are probably valid
simulations of a point mass trajectory. It should be noted that the transition
It should be noted that 3D refers to the dynamical degrees of freedom and
that the simulation actually involves 6D kinematics with 3D dynamics.
_04
from 6D to 3D at the end of first stage involves an instantaneous change in
attitude. This arises from the fact that the 3D simulation assumes perfect
control (@ - _) or zero error signal in the autopilot. The error signal in
C
pitch may be written as follows:
t
= f (@ - _) dt - K@@
O c
= % - 8 - Kb@
At the end of first stage, c has some finite value which is instantaneously
set to zero by perturbing the attitude so that 8c = 8. Since K@0 serves only
to stablize the autopilot, it is considered to be zero for 3D computations.
The 3D N-stage data in Table II was obtained by setting 8 = 8c at the end of
first stage.
The rotational dynamics of the second and third stage may be verified by
consideration of the phase plane trajectories in pitch and yaw (angular rate
vs position). Consider the phase trajectories of the second stage burn period
shown in Figure AIO and All. Note that a restoring impulse, A_, is applied
each time the phase trajectory comes in contact with a switch line indicating
that the proper engines are firing when the error signal exceeds the deadband.
In this case, the hysteresis is 10% of the deadband and is indicated by dashed
lines parallel to the switch lines. The thrusters turn off at the hysteresis
line. The external moment due to atmospheric forces causes a limit cycle on
one side of the deadband until the vehicle leaves the atmosphere at which time
the attitude is observed to oscillate back and forth between • D. It can be
shown that the shape of the phase trajectory with external moment is a parabola.
e = (59)
The appropriate aerodynamic moment and moment of inertia was substituted
into equation (59) to obtain a check on the rotational dynamics. Comparison
of the resulting parabola with one oscillation of this biased limit cycle is
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Figure A18. Comparison of analytic and simulated limit cycle with
aero(_ynamic moment.
It should be noted that the limit cycle is symmetrical about the commanded
angular rate in Figures i0 and 16. The error signal time histories in Figures 12
and 13 also reflect the limit cycle characteristics and the effect of aerodynamic
moment along with a change in deadband width at 16_.68 seconds.
The above discussion indicates that the autopilot and rotational dynamics
simulation gives the expected results as predicted by non-linear control theory.
Therefore, since the 3D simulation was previously shown to be valid (TRW - LTV
match) the 6D simulat:ion is also valid in the sense that the rotational dynamics
plus autopilot act according to theory. However, this does rlot imply that the
motion inside the deadband is an exact simulation of the actual vehicle.
Addition of high frequency effects such as body bending, thrust lags, and time
delays will alter the motion inside the deadband. However, it is characteristic
of systems utilizing on-off control that motion inside the deadband is of no




This appendix will present the data tables used in the initial verifica-
tion of the simulation.
The aerodynandc coefficient programed was available in the LTV S-131R
trajectory printout. Those for which data was available are listed below
with symbolic designations for both LTV and TRWand the number of the table
in which each maybe found. In the case of those data which are functions
of machntm_er and dynamic pressure the data have been converted from LTV
form (which gives coefficient value per radian) to TRWform which gives the
coefficient value per degree.
Those for which data are available:
LTV LTV TRW TR_
Equation Program Equation Program
Symbol Symbol Symbol Symbol
CAo CA0 CAo CD
CN_ CNA CN_ CNPI
Cy 8 CNA Cy_ CNYI
J
C ip CLP C ip CMI_V
Crr_ -CNB Cmo _ . CMP
C CM_ C CMPV
mq mq
Cn8 CNB Cn8 CMY
CMRV
CnR CM_ Cnr
CN5 -CYD CN5 q CNPD
C
y5 CYD Cysq CNYD
Cm5 CMD Cm5 q CMPD
Cm5 CMD Cm5 r CMYD
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Nozzle exit area is 813.168 sq. in.
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Nozzle exit area is i167.84 sq. in.
Time is measured from motor ignition.
ITABLE _-I0
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Note: Time is measured from motor ignition.
le5
ITABLE _-ll
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Note: C.G. locations are measured from reference Station O.
TABLE B-13









I 5-0. To 190.
190.TO Z45.6
24-5.6-ra255,













































i. Time is measured from Stage One ignition.
2. Positive pitch rate moves vehicle nose down
(opposite to LTV convention).
3. Positive roll rate rolls vehicle in a counter-clockwise direction
when viewed from rear and looking forward (also opposite
to LTV convention).
4. Positive yaw rate moves vehicle nose to the right when viewed from
the rear (equivalent to LTV convention).
i$
TABLE u.-_l/+
STAGE TWO AXIAL AND NORMAL



































































































Vehicle Length measured from Station zero to stage
separation plane location• Data extracted from
Reference 2.





This appendix summarizes an analysis to evaluate the effects of aeroelastic
bending of the Scout Missile on the total aerodynamic normal force
coefficient and the center of pressure. A comparison of these effects with
the results of a similar analysis by LTV is also presented.
STATEMENT OF PROBLEM
A launch vehicle, during its ascent through the atmosphere, is subjected
to varying lateral loads. Some of these loads are oscillatory, as those
produced by the dynamic response of the flexible vehicle to a gust. Other
loads are slowly varying and may continue to act in one direction for some
time. These latter loads may be caused by the vehicle flying at an angle
of attack (as induced by winds or the trajectory) or by the vehicle being
unsymmetrical (i.e., pods on one side or stage misalignments).
a
Any load imposed on the flexible vehicle will cause deflection or bending
of the structure. If these deflections are of sufficient magnitude, they will
affect the distribution of aerodynamic force along the vehicle. For instance,
large lateral loads may cause the vehicle longitudinal axis to assume a banana
shape. This would increase the local angle of attack at the front end of the
vehicle and decrease it at the aft end. The local aerodynamic forces, which
are a function of local angle of attack, would also increase in the front and
decrease in the rear. The change in local aerodynamic forces would induce
changes in the loads and cause further bending of the structure until an
equilibrium was reached. The total lateral aerodynamic force in this deflected
shape may increase or decrease depending on the rigid body (i.e., undeflected)
aerodynamic distribution. The center of pressure would generally shift forward.
This change to the vehicle stability derivatives (i.e., normal force and center
of pressure) could, if sufficiently large, affect the response, and, therefore,
the trajectory of the vehicle.
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ANALYTICAL PROCEDURE
Two different aeroelastic bending situations were evaluated for the
Scout vehicle. The first considered the vehicle longitudinal axis to be
perfectly aligned prior to bending under the influence of lateral loads.
The second bending situation considered the vehicle axis to be straight over
each distinct section of the vehicle (i.e., first stage motor, interstage,
second stage motor, etc.) with rotations at the joints representing misalign-
ments during assembly. These misalignments were considered for a "worst case"
situation in which all joint rotations were additive.
The technique used for evaluating the aeroelastic bending due to a given
lateral loading condition was as follows:
1. Calculate deflections of the missile fixed at the aft end.
2. Release the fixed point using energy considerations (con-
servation of angular and linear momentum) and determine
deflections with respect to the original axis.
3. Determine the new load distribution for the bent vehicle.
4. Iterate the procedure until no additional bending is induced.
It should be noted that additional bending induced by axial loads (i.e.,
beam column effect) is not included in this analysis. This effect was assumed
small in comparison with the lateral load effects and was, therefore, neglected.
Rotary inertia effects were considered negligible since the vehicle is in
a trimmed condition. However, shear deformation was taken into account.
The effects of the aeroelastic bending on the total aerodynamic normal
force coefficient and the center of pressure were found by calculating a new
angle of attack at various points (Xi) along the missile due to the aeroelastic
bending. The effect of this new angle of attack on the aerodynamic coefficient
at each point was taken into account by the following equation:













is the aerodynamic normal force coefficient at the i point
is the slope of the rigid body aerodynamic normal force
coefficient at the ith point.
is the original angle of attack, and
is the bending angle from the original missile axis at the
.th
m point.
The total normal force coefficient and center of pressure are then determined
by the following :








The vehicle stiffness distributions, obtained from Reference 13 were
available at only three discrete times of flight; 10, 19, and 31 seconds from
liftoff. Since no other stiffness data could be obtained, this analysis was
limited to these three flight times. The vehicle mass distributions at these
times were obtained from Reference ]2+.
The aerodynamic distributions at Mach numbers corresponding to these
flight times were obtained from Reference 13, Since this reference did not
contain the aerodyrm_nic distributions on the payload section or the fins,
ti_ese distributions were generated by TR_ aerodynamics personnel.
The resulting rigid body total normal aerodynamic coefficients and
the rigid body centers of pressure from this mixed data were approximately
10% to 15% higher than those reported in Reference 13.
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The joint rotations for the analysis considering a[_salig_aent were
obtained from _eference 19.
RESULTS
As previously mentioned, this analysis was limited by the available input
to flight t_1_es of i0, 19, and 31 seconds after liftoff. These flight times
corresponded to Mach numbers of O.31, 0.71, and 1.44 respectively. The bending
effects were determined for dynamic pressures of 15OO, 2500, and 3500 PSF
at each Mach number. Rigid body angles of attack of 0.25, 0.5, i.O, 1.5,
2.0, 3.0, and 4.0 degrees were investigated.
The results of the analysis are presented in Figures CI through C22. Figure CI
illustrates a typical aeroelastic bending shape for the Scout _lissile. Figures C2
through CIO present the total aerodymmmic coefficient slopes (CN ) vers1_s
for the rigid body, aeroelastic bending only, and aeroelastic bending including
n_isaligmaent. These data were presented as slopes of a total CN versus a
curve (i.e., CN ) to facilitate later comparisons with the data presently used
for Scout error analysis trajectory simulations.
The flexible body CN determined for the pure bending situation is
consts_it with angle of attack. This is illustrated by the local aeroelastic
normal force equation.
= c + ei)Cn. n
1
Since @i' the bending angle, is proportional to a, each local normal force,
and, therefore, the total normal force is proportional to _.
The bending situation considering initlal joint rotations represents
the effects of an unsymmetrical vehicle. That is, the front of the vehicle
is at a positive a while the rear is at a negative _; thus, a finite normal
force exists for a zero rigid body a. The bending angle (ei) is then made
up of (I) a component induced by and proportional to _ and (2) a component
due to the origimal _misalignment. The total coefficient is then determined
by the following expression:
134
! !
CN = CN= = + CNo
This is illustrated in the following sketch:
Bendlng with initial
Lgnment
_CN due to bendlmg
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It should be noted in FiguresC2 through CIO that, defining CN as the
total normal force coefficient divided by a results in very large values for
small _'s (i.e., less than one degree). However, defining CN as the total
coefficient minus the portion due to initial misalignments (CN ) divided by
o
a gives the same constant CN as the pure bending situation. The values of
CN for the conditions investigated in this study are shown in Table C1.
o
The actual change in normal force coefficient due to bending, even with
imisaligrmlents included, is so small that it could be neglected. Figure Cll
shows a typical plot of total CN (rather than CN ) versus angle of attack
a
which shows that the change cannot be detected when plotted on a reasonable
scale. This is due to the increase in aerodynamic force over the front of
the vehicle being approximately offset by the decrease over the aft portion.
This re-distribution of the airload, however, has a very significant
effect on the center of pressure (C.P.). Figures C12 through C20 present
the C.P. versus angle of attack for the rigid body, aeroelastic bending only,
and aeroelastic bending including misalignment. As with the CN data, the
C.P. for the pure bending situation is constant with _ while the misalignments
induce large changes especially for _ less than one degree. The C.P. for
the portion of the normal force due to misalignment (i.e., C.P. o) lies off
the vehicle since the distribution of this force applies a couple to the vehicle.
Pitching moment coefficients about station _78 of the vehicle were also
computed for later comparisons. The portion of this coefficient
due to misalignments (CM ) and the portion which is linear with a (CM ) are
0
presented inTable C2 The total pitching moment about station _28 is then:




Appendix B presents flexible body CN and C.P. values which were used
in the Scout error analysis trajectory simulations. These data were taken
from an L'fV trajectory printout (LTV Dir i_o. 23-DIR-56). Nothing is known
of the analysis procedure or input data used to derive these values; however,
an attempt was made to compare them with the results of this analysis. The
CN and C.F. data from Appendix are shown in Figures C21 and C22.
it l_y be seen that the effects of bendiI_ are very small on the slope of the
normal force coefficient (CN ). The maxim_n change is less than5% at the Maeh
m_nbers investigated in this study (.31,.71,i.47+). The change of the aerodynamic
moment coefficient about station 428 is much more _ignifi_ant. The m_Cmmmn change
in this pars_eter is in excess of 45%. A better evaluation of this change may
be made by examining the shift in aerodynamic center of pressure (C.P.).
Table C2 presents the incremental effects of aeroelastic bending on CN
and C.P. for both Reference 6 data and the effects as deter_i_ned by this analysis.
As indicated, both sets have extremely s_r_ll incremental values that result
from the differences between the increase in aerodynamic force at the front
end of the vehicle and the decrease at the aft end. Thus, the correlation
between the two sets of data is reasonable considering the inconsistencies
and the u_mowns involved. It can, therefore, be concluded that the aeroelastic
bending has negligible effects on the aerodynamic normal force.
The incremental effect on C.P. location shows fair correlation between
the two sets of data. The Appendix data gives much larger C.P. shifts
than this analysis when only pure bending was considered. If the effects
of l_salig_mlent are considered, the correlation Laproves for a equal to one
degree. This could infer that the analysis for the Appendix B data considered
misalignments for a unit a and neglected the non-linear effects. As was pointed
out, this could lead to larger errors. However, it is also quite
possible that differences in the analysis data and procedures could have caused
variations of this u_gnitude for the pure bending situation.
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The primary result of the comparison of these data is that both sets
shownegligible aeroelastic bending effects on total aerodynandc normal force
and significant effect on center of pressure.
CONCLUSIONS
The following conclusions can be made as a result of this study:
• The changes in the total aerodynamic normal force coef-
ficient (CN) for the Scout vehicle are insignificant for
the range of dynamic pressures and Mach numbers considered
in this study.
• There is a significant change in C.P. location due to the
aeroelastic bending effects.
• This effect on C.P. location is more pronounced and becomes
nonlinear with _ if vehicle misalignments are considered.
e It appears that the non-linearities of C.P. with _ are
neglected in the Reference 6 data presently being used
in the Scout error analysis trajectory simulation.
If the change in C.P. locations reported here are determined to be
significant, a thorough examination should be made of the LTV analysis used
to derive the Appendix B" data. In addition, an independent study with more
complete and accurate data would be in order.
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TABLE _,_I







Pitching Moment = (CMJ + Clio) q A R LRE F
Normal Force = (CN _ + CN ) q AR
o
where AR = 5.25 F_
IRE F = 2.58 FT
RIGID BODY DATA FLEXIBLE BODY DATA
c. cM
o_ (X CN CN CM°o (% CM_
.266556
Time of Flight = i0 secs

















Time of Flight = 19 secs



















Time of Flight = 31 secs
Mach Number = i. _4
•315276 0.00367 .360151 -0.05969 .292_i
I 0.00389 .361510 -0.06227 .27134_
0.00415 .363031 -0.06719 .247917
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Errata Sheet for Phase I Error Analysis Report
Paqe 10 - Include these words in the second paragraph after the first
sentence, "The uncertainties in the tunnel data were absolute values on
the coefficient itself. An estimate of the coefficient's variation as a
function of ang]e of attack was obtained in terms of a fraction of the
nominal value." After "...Table 8" add "the jet vane lift and drag simu-
lation described in Appendix A are a result of tests during Algol liB
firings."
Paqe 13 - After last sentence in top paragraph add these words, "Since
the on]y significant turning was about the pitch axis only the mass unbalance
0
about the pitch spin axis, arid yaw and roll input axes were considered."
Paqe 14 - In the third paragraph, second sentence, strike out the words,
_'...therefore corresponds to an angular displacement of 0.001 in..."
Page 16 - Add after Table 5 '_The errors associated with the IRP were not
included at the time of the first runs• Since the errors from this source
were small, no further runs were made after the receipt of the IRP errors."
Paqe 17 - Table 6 - Eliminate all numbers and heading under column heading
page (ref. sic.
.Pacle 18 - In first paragraph eliminate words "...and are summarized in
Table 7..." and add "These were 3-sigma values of .01 degree based on
machine tolerances. No third-stage motor to]erances were used due to the
]ack of any manuever during that period of time in the mission analyzed."
Change title in Table 7 from t'Contro] _lotor... _8 to "...Stage Motor..."
Pae_- Change the title, 8'I. Errors not investigated: to "I. Errors
from prev'ious investigations. 8'
Change the symbols in brackets for errors II, 12, 2l, 22, and 23, from
Cn q, Cm r,CNr,to cmo CN q,Cgn,Char,Cnrrespectively.
Change the ]-sigma mag values of errors 17 - CMOI and 20 - CMAL from .002
to .05 for both errors.
Change word "percentage" to "fraction" in asterisk note at bottom of page.
Change erroes 19 and 23 to pitch moment and yaw moment dampinq coefficients.
Pacle 21 - Change title in II. to "II. Error Sources Resulting from
Invest igat ion."
Change l-sigma mag values for errors 62, 63, and 64, to .]25 X 10-5 rad/sec;
.200 X 10-5 rad/sec; and .328 X 10-5 rad/sec respectively.
Change reference for errors 68, 69, 70 from page 13 to catalog data,
Paqe 22 - Change reference for erros 71-75 frompage ]3 to catalog data.
Change values for errors 76,77,78, to 5.76 X ]0-5; 5.43 X ]0"5; and
9.25 X 10-5 respectively.
Change reference for error 79 from page ]6 to page 15.
Change value for error 9] to .026.
Bracket on errors 90 to 93 only - does not include number 94.
Change 94 from yaw to roll offset.
Change reference' for errors 95 and 96 to Table 7.
Paqe 34 - In "Fourth paragraph eliminate words "...is similar to equation
and..."
Paqes 41_ 44_ 48 - El iminate error #43 CMAL as a val id value.
Paqe _;2 - Change values for error 41 CMAL to read as follows: 5.000000E-02;
7.89000E02; 1.927000E00; 6.542701E-03; -4.439623E-05.
Paqe 79 - Replace Table 17 with enclosed Table 17.
P
" 3
Paqe 80 - Ad.d after Table 18, "Table 19 presents a summary of the
dispersions in orbita] elements as a result of a Monte Car]o analysis in
which ¢Mo is used as a bias error instead of an aerodynamic parameter."
Paqe 81 - Change ]ast paragraph to read "Out of plane effects in NASA report.
The most significant non-linear effect discovered was fourth-stage coning."
Add the fo]lowing after page 81, "Tab]e 20 is a ]isting of the 3-sigma
dispersions caused by the 12 cross term combinations mentioned on page 29.
These results show that the dispersions caused by the cross term combinations
of these errors are approximately equa] to the sum of their individua]
effects."
Paqe 91 - In the last paragraph change "Equation (I0)..." to "Equation 27..."
Paqe 93 - First paragraph change "..equation (20)..." to "...equation (34)..."
PaRe 100 - Matrix brackets are required between the diagonal inertial
matrix and the column matrix containing the angular acceleration about the
roll axis.
Add Reference 2A -"Introduction to Space Dynamics" Thompson, W.T. pp117,
John Wiley 1964.
Paqe 101 -'Add at end of first paragraph "(reference 2A) '_. in back reference
2A -"Introduction to Space Dynamics", Thompson, W. R. pp 117, John Wiley 1964.
Paqe 104 -After first paragraph add the following: "In addition, the normal
and transverse lift on the vanes are computed from the following:
Whe re :
Fv_v = 2L_f(Tvac)_q"
F_v = -2L_f(Tvac) _ r
L_f - jet vane lift (Ibs) per degree vane deflection - f(Tvac)
The values for jet vane drag (CDvf) and lift _L_ f) are shown in figures
A-10 and A-I ]." Change the numbers of figures on page 106 to ]]4 accordingly.
4t
4
Paqe II5 - In Table chan9 e the "TRW Equation Symbol" for LTV program symbol
of CYD and CMD to "Cy_r and Cn&r." Also, change all '_FRW Program Symbol"
listings to the following symbols in the following order from top to bottom.
"CAOI; CNAL; CYBA; CLPI; CMAL; CMQI; CNBA; CNRI, CNDQ; CYDR; CMDQ; CNDR;
CLDP; CMOI ."
Paqe 129 - Table B-14; change CNp I = CNA to CNA L = CNcw_
Paqe 137 - In first paragraph, last sentence add "B" after word "Appendix."
Do the same in second sentence of last paragraph.
Paqe 139 - After listing "Rigid Body DaLai' add a double asterisk. At bottom
of page add a double asterisk followed by the words "reference 14."
Paqe 163 - Reference 9 should read "Vehicle 13l Field Data Logbook." Ref-
erence 12 should read "Scout Assembly LTV Spec 305-716."
Add reference 13, "Final Report Algol lIB-3] Static Test, Aerojet General
Corporation, Contract NASl-3833, dated 23 November 1964."
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TABLE 20
3-Sigma Cross Term Dispersions
Error Source
Combinat ion , , ,
Z . X y Z X Y
TMY 2 KRY 2 -.456 E4 -.137 E4 -.842 E5 -.i07 E2 -.221 E1 -.152 E3
ROE 2 TYM 2 -.390 E4 -.284 E4 -.902 E5 -.901 E1 -.521 E1 -.163 E3
DBP 2 TMP 2 -.764 E5 .789 E5 .858 E4 -.190 E3 .143 E3 .144 E2
TMP 2 KRP 2 -.677 E5 .676 E5 .132 E4 -.167 E3 .127 E3 .261 El
ROE 2 TMP 2 -.689 E5 .685 E5 -.709 E4 -.168 E3 .130 E3 -.139 E2
DBY 3 TMY 3 .139 E4 -.137 E4 -.360 E5 .334 E1 -.227 E1 -.802 E2
TMY 3 KRY 3 -.810 E3 -.819 E3 -.220 E5 -.199 E1 -.165 El -.450 E2
ROE 3 TMY 3 .803 E3 -.899 E3 -.239 E5 .199 E1 -.166 El -.499 E2
DBP 3 TMP 3 .319 E5 .251 E5 .200 E2 .854 E2 .529 E2 .718 E-I
TMP 3 KRP 3 -.192 E5 .153 E5 .105 E2 -.502 E2 .322 E2 .398 E-I
ROE 3 TMP 3 .197 E5 .157 E5 -.187 E4 .525 E2 .328 E2 -.387 E1
DBY 2 TMY 2 -.380 E4 -.324 E4 .105 E6 -.866 El -.555 El -.180 E3
X - Down Range Direction
Y - Out of Plane Direction:
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